Design of an infrared laser pulse to control the multiphoton dissociation of the Fe-CO bond in CO-heme compounds.
Optimal control theory is used to design a laser pulse for the multiphoton dissociation of the Fe-CO bond in the CO-heme compounds. The study uses a hexacoordinated iron-porphyrin-imidazole-CO complex in its ground electronic state as a model for CO liganded to the heme group. The potential energy and dipole moment surfaces for the interaction of the CO ligand with the heme group are calculated using density functional theory. Optimal control theory, combined with a time-dependent quantum dynamical treatment of the laser-molecule interaction, is then used to design a laser pulse capable of efficiently dissociating the CO-heme complex model. The genetic algorithm method is used within the mathematical framework of optimal control theory to perform the optimization process. This method provides good control over the parameters of the laser pulse, allowing optimized pulses with simple time and frequency structures to be designed. The dependence of photodissociation yield on the choice of initial vibrational state and of initial laser field parameters is also investigated. The current work uses a reduced dimensionality model in which only the Fe-C and C-O stretching coordinates are explicitly taken into account in the time-dependent quantum dynamical calculations. The limitations arising from this are discussed in Sec. IV.